Abstract. The Poincaré theta operator maps the space of holomorphic functions with period one onto the space of cusp forms for a finitely generated Fuchsian group. It is easy to show that the norm of the operator does not exceed one. In the case of the classical modular group and weight six, it is now shown that the norm is bounded below by .927.
1. Definition of the Theta Operator. Let T be a finitely generated Fuchsian group acting on the upper half plane % and containing the translation Sz = z + 1. Let A (T) be the space of cusp forms of weight q. Aq(T) is then a Banach space with norm ll/L,<n = // \f(z)\y"-2dxdy. 2. The Modular Group and Weight Six. The purpose of this note is to improve the lower bound on the theta operator norm for the modular group T(l) and weight q = 6. In this case it is shown that ||06|| > .927, which is a marked improvement on the standard lower bound of 5/11. ^46(T (1)) is the one-dimensional space of modular cusp forms which is spanned by the famous discriminant function 00
The Fourier expansion at oo is A(z) = 2"=1 T(«)e2"mz, where r(n) is the celebrated Ramanujan tau function.
To improve the lower bound on ||f?6|| it is necessary to evaluate ||06(f)\\A (r(i))/ll/ll/4 for various choices of/for which both ||ö6(/)||/( (r(1)) and \\f\\A are easy to evaluate accurately. Specifically, use is made of the following result. Next note that 6b( fk) = V"i\xbn0fl(e2mittz). However, since Ah(T(\)) has dimension one, 06(e2""'-) = c"A, where cn can be determined easily using properties of the scalar product. 8(i(e2v"':) is generally denoted by G", the nth Poincaré series. Then In order to use the above results it is necessary to know the values of (A, A) and HAIN (ivi))-Lehmer [2] has shown that (A, A) = 1(T6 x 1.03529048.
HAIL ira» was evaluated at Ohio State on the Amdahl 470 using a nested Simpson's rule in double-precision Fortran giving HAlkmi» = -00070225689.
3. The Lower Bound. Now consider polynomials pk(z) with a" ¥= 0. For k = 1 to 30, the approximate maximum of H^í/*)!!,* (r(i))/IIAIL" was calculated, where the coefficients ax,...,ak of pk(z) were taken to be real. The results are listed in Table I and show that ||06|| > .927. All calculations were carried out in basic on Apple II+ .
The approximate maximum was found using a Hooke-Jeeves pattern search method as implemented by Nash in [3] with tolerance .001. These calculations were verified for k = 5, 10, 15, 20 using the Nelder-Meade simplex method as coded by O'Neill in [4] and were found to be in excellent agreement. 
